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Abstract

Often empirical researchers face many data constraints when estimating models of de-
mand. These constraints can sometimes prevent adequate evaluation of policies. In this
article, we discuss two such missing data problems that arise frequently: missing data on
prices and missing information on the size of the potential market. We present some ways to
overcome these limitations in the context of two recent research projects. Liana and Sovin-
sky (2018) which addresses how to incorporate unobserved price heterogeneity and Hidalgo
and Sovinsky (2018) which focuses on how to use modeling techniques to estimate missing
market size. Our aim is to provide a starting point for thinking about ways to overcome
common data issues.

1 Introduction

Empirical economists often encounter issues of inadequate, partially available, or missing

data. This confounds efforts to provide useful policy recommendations. An insightful

exercise, to understand the magnitude of the problem, is to consider what data an empiricist

interesting in assessing demand would use in an ideal world. First, he or she would use

information about the product for sale, which (at a minimum) would include: the price, the

description of the product (i.e., all observed characteristics), the (unobserved) quality of the

product, and the costs of production. Second, he or she would use information about the

consumer, such as: how much (or whether) the consumer would buy the product at each

price point, the demographics of the consumer, how well the consumer knows the product, the

marketing the consumer has seen about the product, and the other products the consumer is

considering to buy. Finally, if the supply side matters for the policy analysis, the researcher

would need information on the market that details: the other firms selling this product, how

many other (and types of) products each firm sells, which products are available when, and

how much the firms would sell at each price.
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Even this, admittedly partial, “wish list” is unattainable. So, any empirical economist

estimates demand models subject to a variety of data complications. Some of these issues

have been addressed in the literature and solutions are readily available. For example, we

often wish to predict consumer demand but have access only to aggregated sales data (e.g.,

on market shares). It is well known (e.g., see Berry (1994), Berry, Levinsohn, Pakes, 1995

(BLP), and Nevo (2000)) that product substitution patterns are likely to depend on household

characteristics. As a consequence, the literature presents ways to incorporate unobserved

consumer demographics into the demand framework. In many markets additional data on

consumer characteristics are available (e.g., Consumer Population Survey in the US, Eurostat

in the EU). Following the seminal paper of BLP, researchers take advantage of such data to

incorporate interactions of product characteristics with individual characteristics, the latter

of which are empirical draws from a household survey.

In addition, studies in the marketing literature (e.g. Chiang, et. al. (1999), Mehta et.

al. (2003), Nierop et. al. (2010), among others) as well as those in the economics literature

(e.g., Sovinsky Goeree (2008), among others) have developed methods to incorporate limited

information on consumers choice sets into the demand framework. Sovinsky Goeree (2008)

shows that this is particularly important in markets characterized by rapid change, as it is

probable that consumers know only a subset of all available products, but we often don’t

observe which products they know. These models may rely on additional data to estimate

the probability that a consumer is aware of a product, which may depend on marketing

undertaken by the firm.

In this article, we discuss two other missing data problems that arise frequently: missing

data on prices and missing information on the size of the potential market. Individual

pricing data may be lacking because: purchase was illegal (hence the data are incomplete),

the individual did not make a purchase (hence the data are necessarily missing) or, only

aggregate pricing data are available (hence the data are imprecise). The second data problem

is missing information on the size of the potential market. The standard approach is to use (a

function of) population or information from household surveys. However, these survey data

are not available for illicit markets (such as drugs or counterfeit markets) or are not reliable

in legal markets in developing nations as it is more diffi cult to obtain timely population

data.

We present alternatives that can be useful to overcome data hurdles related to missing
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prices and missing market size. In section 2, we present an example based on Jacobi and

Sovinsky (2016) to incorporate unobserved price heterogeneity while not observing purchase

price. In section 3, we present ongoing work from Hidalgo and Sovinsky (2018) where we

estimate the impact of a pricing subsidy on internet adoption while we do not observe the

size of the at-risk population. In the last section we provide concluding thoughts.

2 Missing Data on Prices

In this section we present a method to incorporate individual prices in the econometric

model when the researcher only has access to more aggregated pricing information. Our

framework is related to the method empiricists use to incorporate unobserved consumer

attributes without observing individual purchase decisions. For example, consider the simple

model where the indirect utility consumer i receives from product j is

uij = δj + µij + εij ,

with mean utility δj that is the same for all consumers and typically modeled as a function

of prices and product characteristics (xj). Consumers express heterogeneity in purchase

decisions which is encompassed by µij + εij . The latter term is an idiosyncratic error term

and in this example is represented by

µij = x
′
j(ΩDi).

Notice that this heterogeneity term is a function of the demographics of the individual

(Di) in particular it allows different types of consumers (based on demographics) to have

different tastes for product characteristics (as captured by the parameter matrix Ω). Even

though we don’t observe the choices made by a particular consumer, the framework captures

household level variation in purchase decisions.

In order to estimate this model the econometrician “draws”consumers from a empirical

distribution (usually a household survey). This approach does not yield a closed form

solution for the market shares as the consumers are simulated. The resulting market share

is formed by integrating over the empirical distribution of individuals, GD(D),

sj =

∫
exp(δj + µij)

1 + Σr exp(δr + µir)
dGD(D).
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We propose a method for incorporating individual prices that is in a similar spirit. In our

data we observe information about the individual (so we observe Di) but we don’t observe

the price that the individual paid. Our framework incorporates this unobserved price by

drawing a price for each individual from an empirical price distribution. In estimation we

integrate out over this empirical price distribution when computing the market share.

It is easiest to understand the approach in the context of an example. Our example

is derived from and follows closely Jacobi and Sovinsky (2016). In that paper, we are

interested in predicting the demand for marijuana. We observe individual consumption but

not prices. We construct an empirical price distribution for marijuana, which we use to

generate an implied price faced by users and non-users. This allows us to estimate a model

with individual prices while not observing these in the data. We first discuss the data and

then the framework. More details on the method are ongoing in Jacobi and Sovinsky (2018).

The data we used in Jacobi and Sovinsky (2016) are from two sources. The first are

individual-level cross-section data from the Australian National Drug Strategy Household

Survey (NDSHS). The NDSHS was designed to determine the extent of drug use among

the non-institutionalized civilian Australian population aged 14 and older. These data are

particularly useful as they contain demographic, market, and illicit drug use information.

The second are market-level pricing data collected from drug seizures by the Australian

Bureau of Criminal Intelligence.

The major psychoactive chemical compound in marijuana is delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

(or THC). The amount of THC absorbed by marijuana users differs according to the part of

the plant that is used (e.g., leaf, head), the way the plant is cultivated (e.g., hydro), and the

method used to imbibe the drug. On average marijuana contains about 5% THC, where the

flowering tops contain the highest concentration followed by the leaves (Adams and Martin,

1996). Marijuana that is grown hydroponically (hydro), indoors under artificial light with

nutrient baths, typically has higher concentrations of THC relative to naturally grown leaf

and head (Poulsen and Sutherland, 2000).

The NDSHS survey contains information about which form of marijuana the user uses

(leaf, head or hydro). Table 1 presents market prices and the individual percentage of use

per type by year. Given the higher amount of THC present in hydro it demands a higher

price.
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Year
2001 2004 2007

Median Market Prices by Gram
Leaf 30 33 37
Head 30 34 37
Hydro 33 34 38

Individual Use by Type
Leaf 46% 43% 39%
Head 80% 77% 70%
Hydro 23% 19% 40%

Notes: These are real prices in 1998$. The price data
are market level data from the Australian Bureau of
Criminial Intelligence.

Table 1: Prices and Use by Type (source Jacobi and Sovinsky, 2016)

An individual i chooses whether or not to consume marijuana in market m (which is a

state-year combination). The indirect utility is given by

Uim = pimα+ f(di, xm, Lim) + εim, pim ∼ P̂m(pim)

which depends on a function of demographic characteristics di (which we observe), market

specific variables xm, variables related to the legal status Lim, and an idiosyncratic error

term εim.
1

The indirect utility also depends on the price the individual pays (pim). However, we do

not observe these prices in the data. The common approach is to assign each consumer an

average price for the product in that market. This approach has a few drawbacks. First, by

using the average across markets the strategy precludes price variation within the market.

Second, some consumers may prefer different (quality) types of products and hence face

systematically different prices.

An alternative approach is to use additional data on the price distribution (for each

product type) and draw a price for each consumer from this distribution. As we mentioned

above, we have information on the distribution of the prices from the data as well as what

types each consumer uses. We construct an empirical price distribution ( P̂m(pim)) by

exploiting prevalences on the type of marijuana used and market-level price data. In short,

1 Individuals have utility from not using marijuana, which we model as Uim0 = α0 + εim0,where all non
stochastic terms are normalized to zero, because we cannot identify relative utility levels.
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instead of using a weighted average product price, we draw a price for each individual from

an empirical simulated price distribution, which is generated to reflect the entire distribution

of product prices. That is, the empirical price distribution does not exist, but is itself formed

by combining information from data on consumer characteristics (within a certain market)

and linking these to price distributions (in the same markets).

To construct this empirical distribution we use the average market-level marijuana prices

(pmt) for each type t = 1, 2, 3 (leaf, head, hydro) summarized in the vector pm = {pm,leaf ,
pm,head, pm,hydro} = {pmt : t = 1, 2, 3}. These are based on the prices reported by the
Australian Bureau of Criminal Intelligence. Further we observe which type of marijuana an

individual uses (from NDSHS). Using these data we construct market level probabilities of

using a type, πm = {πm,leaf , πm,head, πm,hydro} = {πmt : t = 1, 2, 3}.
Our aim is to exploit these observed quantities to construct an empirical price distribution

that an individual faces, pim ∼ P̂m(pim), taking into account the consumption of the three

types and price differences across types. We specify distributions of prices and probabilities

of use for each type by market, denoted Fp(pimt) and Fπ(πimt), respectively as truncated

normals, where

pimt ∼ Fp(pimt) , Fp(pimt) = TN(0,∞)(pmt,Ω
p
mt) for t = 1, 2, 3

πimt ∼ Fπ(πimt) , Fπ(πimt),= TN(0,∞)(πmt,Ω
π
mt) s.t.

∑
t
πimt = 1.

with the means set at the observed market averages and variances set using information

across all markets. Assuming that the “average”price (pim) an individual faces depends on

the relative use of each type we then define this price as an average of the prices over the

three different types weighted by their respective use probabilities

pim|πimt, pimt =
3∑
t=1

(πimt ∗ pimt).

The price pim reflects the average price faced by individual i in market m based on draws

from the market and type specific distributions of price and the probability of use. The

implied marginal empirical distribution of price for individuals in a market is given by

P̂m(pim) =

∫ 3∑
t=1

(πimt ∗ pimt) dFp(pimt) dFπ(πimt)

assuming independence in the distributions across types and across prices.
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Assuming the individual has access to marijuana, the probability i chooses to use mari-

juana in market m (the individual market share) is given by

Sim =

∫
Rim

dFε,,p(ε, p)

=

∫
Rim

dFε(ε)dP̂m(pim),

where F (·) denotes a distribution function, the latter equality follows from independence

assumptions, and P̂m(pim) represents the market-specific empirical price distribution.

This method of generating individual prices from an empirical distribution improves upon

the typical approach in the literature that uses average market prices as those do not vary

within a market neither by type used nor probability of use of each type, whereas this method

generates a distribution of prices in each market. Importantly, this approach also allows the

researcher to obtain the implied price faced by users and non-users in a symmetric way and

to properly address the econometric issue of unobserved individual prices in estimation by

integration. Note that while the analytical form of the distribution is unknown, it can be

easily approximated within a Bayesian estimation framework by a simple extension of the

MCMC algorithm for the model estimation, essentially expanding the parameter space to

include the vector of prices.

3 Missing Data on Market Size

Another data limitation may regard the size of the targeted population. Consider, for exam-

ple, a setting in which the researcher wishes to evaluate the impact of a policy on demand.

In order to do so the researcher would need to know the size of the underlying population.

Usually this is easy information to obtain as some rough idea of the number of households

is recorded in census data or in other household surveys. However, in some instances these

data are not available - particularly in illegal markets or in developing markets.

To overcome this data limitation some papers have used existing data in a creative way.

For example, Parey and Rasul (2017) wish to measure the size of the market for cannabis, but

as this is an illicit market these data are not readily available. Instead they note that they

can use data from a licit market (the market for smoking papers and tobacco) to approximate

demand for the illicit market of cannabis. In developing nations market size data may be
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unavailable as household surveys are less frequent. However, there are satellite images that

provide some information on the location of residences (Sutton, 1997) and can be used to

proxy population.

We provide another alternative in which we use both additional data and modeling to

determine market size. In Hidalgo and Sovinsky (2018), we are interested in examining the

impact of a subsidy for internet access available to low-income consumers in Colombia. The

ultimate goal of the subsidy policy in Colombia is to close the digital divide and stimulate

the adoption of residential Internet services among low income households. Hence, the price

decrease seeks to change households’decisions and thereby to make no-adoption (the outside

option) less appealing. To this end we are interested in the impact of the policy on reducing

the share of the outside good. To evaluate this policy it is critical that we have a good

measure of the relevant population (i.e., the market size).

As is more common in developing nations, it is not straightforward to get data on the

number of individuals in narrow geographic regions by income.2 However, in order to gauge

the impact of the policy on take-up among low income households it is crucial to know the

number of low income individuals who are impacted by the policy. So we face a missing data

problem in that we don’t observe the market size. This is further complicated by the nature

of the program in that the internet service providers provide services that may be different

even though the individuals live in the same municipality. That is, the plans are targeted

according to income status. Hence, we need a measure of market size that varies by income

and geographic unit (municipality in this case).

We note that the population of interest are those households that have not adopted

internet services. Therefore the number of consumers depends on how internet access diffuses

across populations. Based on this observation, in our approach we use models of innovation

diffusion to estimate the size of the effected market. This yields an approximation of the

market size for each municipality/income strata.

More specifically, we follow the literature (e.g., Geroski (2000) and Gruber and Verboven

(2001)) and estimate a Griliches (1957) logistic model given by

2 Typically, one could find information on the population size in a geographic region from a population
survey, which often contains information on income as well. This can be used to generate a region specific
measure of the number of households by income ranges. However, data surveys of this type are more diffi cult
to come by in developing nations and, as we discussed in Hidalgo and Sovinsky (2018), Colombia is no
exception.
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ymt =
Mm

1 + exp(−amt − bmtt)
where ymt denotes the number of subscribers at the market level m in period t. The model

is a function of time t and market m and has variables related to the number of potential

adopters (the saturation level) (Mm), the timing of diffusion (amt) and speed of diffusion

(bmt). The estimated variable Mm is then the measure of market size. In our setting we

also observe information on number of households that have a computer or a fixed telephone

line (denoted wmt) so we estimate the market size as M̂m = π̂mwmt.

This approach allows us to learn about unobserved market size in a small geographic

region by income. As a result, we are able to evaluate the impact of the pricing subsidy on

closing the digital divide prevalent in developing nations.

4 Conclusions

Missing or incomplete data is a common problem faced by empirical researchers. We (empir-

ical economists) have addressed it using a variety of techniques including alternative datasets

and/or modeling. In this note, we examined two instances of missing data - on prices and

market size.

Using the methodologies we outline here, the researcher can include price heterogeneity

from individual prices while not observing these in the data. This is relevant in many

situations as many markets are characterized by heterogeneity in transaction price, but if it

is not possible to incorporate it due to insuffi cient data, then the estimates can lead to biased

price elasticities and incorrect policy conclusions. In our ongoing work we are examining

our conjecture that this method of generating prices from a simulated empirical distribution

improves upon the typical approach that uses average prices (over some dimension) for

the same individual. A major benefit to this approach is that generates an implied price

faced by purchasers and non-purchasers in a symmetric way (which is relevant for computing

counterfactuals) and it properly address the econometric issue of unobserved individual prices

by integration.

We also provide some insights into dealing with missing data on market size. Some

ways to address it include looking to other (related or complementary) markets to obtain

additional data (as in Parey and Rasul, 2017) or incorporating a way to estimate the market
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size. We provide one example from Hidalgo and Sovinsky (2018) in which we use both

additional data and modeling techniques. In this ongoing work we plan to examine the

impact of using less precise measures of market size in demand estimation.

Ultimately whether these methods apply depend on the particular market in which the

research is focused . However, we hope that this article has provided a starting point for

thinking about ways to overcome the unfortunately common data limitations present in our

non-ideal world.
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